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Source: Building Envelopes, An Integrated Approach lovell, Jenny 2010 p. 9-53
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LAYERS OF SKIN | diagram
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1 Epidermis:

the outermost layer of skin, provides a
waterproof barrier and creates our skin tone.

2 Dermis:

beneath the epidermis, contains tough
connective tissue, hair follicles, and sweat glands.

3 Hypodermis: Is made of fat and connective tissue.
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site annalysis | BRIDGEPORT, CT
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LONG ISLAND SOUND

BRIDGEPORT | 1935 Factories + industry
1- General Electric
2- Remington Arms
3- Singer Sewing Machine
4- Bridgeport Brass

5- Warner Corset
6- Bryant Electric
7- Bullard Machine
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site annalysis | PERFORMANCE STRATEGIES
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Q = U x A x T THERMAL COMFORT
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(about 20% )
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(about 40% )
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(about 40% )
AIR TEMPERATURE
Q= energy
U= conductance
A= area (skin surface area)
T= change in temp (interior vs exterior)
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AIR DIFFUSION + MIXING PATTERN | TYPICAL ROOM - COOLING

solar radiation

PHYSICAL DECISIONS IN ENVELOPE
SYSTEM DESIGN
Exterior Wall/Roof/Floor
Exterior Surface, Material Properties
Composite Materials, Thickness
Interior Surface
Form: Planar, Curved
Slope, Orientation
Module, Size, Shape
Connection of Envelope Components

direct
direct energy
transmission

energy
absorption

secondary transmission

GLASS SECTON | heat absorbtion

Windows/ Openings
Material Properties
Size, Shape, Spacing
Orientation
Control Systems, Sunshading
Control Systems, Heat Loss
Control Systems, Security/ Privacy
Frame Connections, Plan/Sec/Elev.
Access, Visual and Physical
Expansion Potentia, Horiz & Vert
Change Potential, Horiz & Vert
Change Potential for Access & Image
Color, Texture, Ornament

PERFORMANCES PRIORITIES | BUILDING TYPES
spatial

acoustic

thermal

SMALL OFFICE
LARGE OFFICE
MULTI FAMILY
SINGLE FAMILY
STORES
SHOPPING CENTERS
HOTEL /MOTEL
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
SECONDARY SCHOOLS
WAREHOUSES
ASSEMBLY
CLINICS
NURSING HOMES
HOSPITALS
THE BUILDING SYSTEMS INTEGRATION HANDBOOK, RICHARD D, RUSH

air quality

visual

integrity


BUILDING T Y P E

WINDOW AREA

low- energy housing

<30%

2 pane

low- energy housing

>30%

3 pane

passive house

>50%

3 pane

office building

<50%

office building

<50%

3 pane

office building
high internal loads

<70%

2 pane

office building
high internal loads

>70%

3 pane

office building
thermoactive ceiling

<70%

3 pane

GLAZING TYPE
insulating glazing

insulating glazing

insulating glazing

2 pane

insulating glazing

insulating glazing

insulating glazing

insulating glazing

insulating glazing

SECTION

INSULATION
THICKNESS
15-25 cm
15-25 cm
25-35 cm

>15 cm

>15 cm

>10 cm

>10 cm

>15 cm

TAXONOMY | residential construction
solid masonry walls
(bare or painted / rendered)
(unceilinged roof )
(bare earth)
PERIOD: pre | post 1600’s

SOULS

solid masonry walls
(inner linings to walls and ceilings)
(battens or joists on/near bare earth)
PERIOD: mid 1700’s
STUFF

SPACE PLAN
SERVICES

cavity masonry walls uninsulated
(inner linings to walls and ceilings)

SKIN
STRUCTURE

INCREASING RATE
OF CHANGFE

PERIOD: from mid 1800’s

Shearing layers
Site
Structure

insulated cavity| framed | panel walls
internal lining to walls and ceilings
insulated solid or suspended timber

Skin | Envelope
Services
Space Plan
Souls

PERIOD: from 1950-1999

SITE

Description
Location + Context

Typical Lifespan/ activity
Permanent

Bones

30-300 years

Envelope
Lifeblood

20 + years
7-30 years
3 years years
Under 3 years
Daily

Interior Layout
Furniture + Equipment
People

L A Y E R S OF C H A N G E

|

Temporality

EXISTING BUILDING TYPES
BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT
Metal Building Systems

Lightweight Steel Frame + Brick Vineer

Description:
Pre-engineered metal building integrates ligheight structural and
envelope components at the connected level, but the result is a
structure and envelope that combine to produce a common structural
effect. Each component adds strength and regidity of the overall
form.

Description:
Structural, interior and envelope systems are connected in lightweight
steel frame construction, while the mechanical systems are meshed
within the structural walls, floor and roof. Connections between the
brick and the cold-rolled steel structural frame are minimal, to permit
nearly independent movement of the two systems.

Key integration issues:
-Building corners and edges are particularly subject to wind induced
uplifting.
-Sheet metal and steel structural memebers carry little to no insulative properties, attention to proper thermal barriers must be taken
into account.
- Metal building systems are very lightweight .

Key integration issues:
-Anchoring the veneer to the steel frame should permit free and
independent movement of the two materials.
-The brick veneer is self supporting and serves almost excusively as
envelope.
- Sheathing both side of the frame provides some lateral stability as
the free standing brick facade cannot brace the structural laterally.

Wood Floor +Roof Truss

Description:
Open-Web wood truss and stud frame construction produces natural
voids within the sructure for placement of mechanical systems. The
basement slab unifies structural, envelope, and interior systems.
Open webb wood truses permit framing, leaving grearer flexibility in
the location of interior partition walls that need not be load bearing.
The plywood veneer exterior siding unifies the structural system with
th thermal envelope because the sheets act as both a structural
sheathing for thr woof frame and as an integral element of the envelope.
Key integration issues:
-Wood can and will erode faster than metal. Wood construction is
also subject to easy structural failure under fire conditions.
-Inspection of truss units for uniformity of depth and camber and for
general tightness is encouraged prior to lifting into place.

BUILDING ANALYSIS

N

Type: Warehouse
Built: 1910
33,000 sq FT
Steel vertical column
Steel cross member
Steel King-Post truss
Steel floor truss
Brick-face cadding
7’x8.5’window frame

200ft

40ft

55ft










 






SOURCE Clmate Consultant

building program | Bridgeport, CT

MUTUAL HOUSING ASSOCIATION
parkside gables, Stamford ct
Located in Stamford Connecticut, it was the first mutual housing community
to be built in Connecticut. More than 75% of the Parkside families purchased
their first homes.
Resident participation: 20 hours a week are required. Tasks include:
participation on the community housing board, organizing events, cleaning
common areas, property cleaning, lawn and building cleaning.
“I recently drove by Parkside Gables and became nostalgic, I was amazed at
how orderly, clean and well maintained the community is 20 years later, a
cleaner testament to the residents who take pride in their homes and treat it
like a homeowner. - Jeffery Rutishauer
Mutual Housing caused a change in our entire neighborhood and gave our
community new stability. New buisnesses and other non-profit organizations
moved in and the lifestyle for the people in our community improved fast. And
it was all because Mutual Housing broke the barrier and saw the potential of
the space and the people. - Debbie Joyner (First resident of Parkside Gables)

Housing and Connecticuts Economy
people are struggling to buy a home
Median Value of a home
Monthly mortgage payment
$157,000

$1,265

60%

people are struggling to buy an apartment
Average rent
Annual income needed
$815

Estimated % of CT households
unable to afford a house

$32,600

Estimated % of CT renters
who cannot afford rent
42%

FOR EVERY $10 MILLION INVESTED IN CONNECTICUTS HOUSING INDUSTRY, THE STATE’S ECONOMY WILL BENEFIT FROM

Connecticut
Initial impact
Leveraged impact
Total impact

New jobs created
190
1,711
1,901

New wages created
$6,058,150
$54,523,350
$60,581,500

source: home sweet home: Why America needs a National Trust Fund, Center for community change. 2001

MOLECULAR GASTRONOMY
moto restaurant, Chicago IL
Moto is a Molecular Gastronomy restaurant in the Fulton River District of
Chicago. “The restaurant is known for making high tech dishes witch
incorporate elements such as carbonated fruit, edible paper, lasers and
liquid nitrogen for freezing food.” The restuarant features a 15 course meal
which are downsized into bite-size portions. Forbes magazine put Moto at
#44 on its list of “100 best US restaurants” making it a top restaurant
attraction in the country. Mr. Cantu (Moto’s chef ) wants to use technology
to change the way people perceive (and eat) food, and he uses Moto as
his laboratory. "Gastronomy has to catch up to the evolution in technology," he said. "And we're helping that process happen."
Moto grows all of their produce in house using vertical hydroponic techniques as well as composting which they call “micro greens” The current
scheme utilizes a NFT (Nutrient Float Trofts) system with LED string
lighting to minimize wattage consumption.
Mr. Cantu argues “In the future, you will be able to go to a website, a
contractor will come out.. and build a symilar system in your home, which
will save you a substantial amount of money by eliminating packaging,
processing, refridgeration and food miles”
Molecular Gastronomy describes the scientific exploration of food and the
cooking process. “For us, it’s a way to create forward-thinking food that
can either make the world a better place, or make food much more fun to
enjoy,” - Homaro Cantu
Sources: Bernstein, David (02-03-2005), "When the Sous-Chef Is an Inkjet",
The New York Times

OFFICE FARM, OTEMACHI HQ
Pasona O2, Tokyo Japan
Pasona O2 Tokyo is a 10,000 sq ft space of underground farmland located
in Otemachi Headquarters building. It showcases city farming initiative.
-The company took over a 50-year-old structure and renovated it into the
urban farm and eco office. Pasona elected to dedicate considerable space
inside the building to hydroponic and soil-based farming, which is interspersed throughout the entire building
-There are a total of 100 different types of produce grown throughout the
10,000 sq ft office environment.
-Through their urban farm and headquarters, the recruitment company is
also supporting the education of Japan's next generation of farmers who
work in internships to learn about food production.
“The green space comprises 43,000 square feet with 200 species, including fruits, vegetables, and rice. (Seriously, the main lobby has a rice paddy—and a broccoli field!) "It is the largest and most direct farm-to-table of
its kind ever realized inside an office building in Japan," -Kono Designs
Source: architizer.com | Pasona O2
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